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Cupolas have been rightly regarded as architectural wonders due to their impressive and
ornamental looks and design. These can be used on the rooftops of building and houses to lend an
antique and elegant look to the architecture. There were various reasons for building cupolas:
ventilating purposes, to install a bell, or a scaffold for better scenic view.

cupolas are available in various shapes, sizes and forms, starting from rectangular to square to
round and octagonal. These are usually built of wood, metal or vinyl. Depending upon the shape
and style of the rooftop, cupolas are generally chosen. Cupolas can be added to building in several
ways:

â€¢	Building own design by purchasing a blueprint

â€¢	Procuring a kit, containing all the required materials

â€¢	Get hold on a ready, assembled one

However, before installing a cupola it is very essential to consider the measurements and size of the
base and proportion of the building size. Here are certain tips to make the cupola look beautiful and
attractive:

â€¢	The cupolaâ€™s size should be determined by the width, length and height of the wall of the building
where it shall be placed.

â€¢	The cupola must be well integrated with the building and must not look as if it has been tacked on.
For this purpose, proper measurement is absolutely necessary.

â€¢	.

Apart from the enhancement of look there are many other functions that are served by the
installation of a cupola:

â€¢	These are very good for ventilation and air flow and therefore, prevent musty smell within the
house or attic.

â€¢	Just like any high ceilings these help in keeping the temperature low.

Thus, it would be a clever option to go for roof cupolas installation as these will serve myriad
purposes other than enhancing the look of your house.
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For more information on a cupolas, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a roof cupolas!
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